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David & Victoria
Could big changes be on the way?

Soccer’s biggest couple have stuck 
together through thick and thin - so 
far.  But could David’s sudden absence 
from the game, and a sudden surplus 
of time together, expose weaknesses 
in their partnership? We compare their 
Western and Chinese Zodiac signs to 
find the answer.
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A friend of mine is a ‘Wish Witch.’  She was once very late 
for a ritual - her car wouldn’t start and the mechanic could 
find no fault with it.  Earlier, she’d wished she could avoid 
an obligatory shopping trip before the meeting. 

Be careful what you wish for!  Only ask in magic when you 
are prepared to accept the consequences, because once 
you are flowing and flowering magically, your wishes will 
start to manifest without spells.

CHOOSING A DIETY

There is no better guide for your magical development 
than a deity from a pantheon you strongly resonate with, 
be it Celtic, Egyptian, Amerindian or Asian. Read the stories 
so you know what qualities belong with your deity before 
asking for their help.  Avoid all tricksters until you’re an 
expert.  Make space for your mentoring deity within your 
home, creating a shrine with objects shown to you by the 
deity in your daily life – feathers, stones, shells etc.

GOING WITH THE FLOW

Watch the Earthly and heavenly cycles and work with 
them.  Solar tides flow through the year and within a given 
day.  Dawn and Spring bring new beginnings. Midday 
and Midsummer bring fulfillment and warmth.  Dusk and 
Autumn take away unwanted energies, while Midnight 
and Midwinter bring negation. Marking these tides will 
bring your life into synchronicity and improve your magical 
instincts. 

Learn about the elements – Earth, Water, Fire and Air – these 
are the building blocks of magic used all over the world.  
Assess how they appear in your everyday life. For example, 
excessive airy mental anxiety, typical of urban 21st century 
life, often manifests in computers crashing and light bulbs 
blowing. Keep in mind that practical action (e.g. oiling the 
hinges on a door) often  releases blocks on other levels.  
When we balance the elements in our life, Spirit is generated 
spontaneously and magic is present.

Don’t try to understand everything at once intellectually.  
Ask for guidance in integrating these things on a physical, 
practical level in your life and your mentor will help.  Realize 
it’s not about lighting a candle and wishing.  You need to 
balance your spirituality with your mortality.

A SIMPLE SPELL

In order to manifest your wishes on a physical level and really 
get results, try baking your wishes into a loaf of bread (your 
kitchen can be an alchemist’s den). Make the bread carefully, 
using the finest ingredients. When it̀ s ready, reiterate your 
wishes and share the bread with wild birds.  This nurtures 
the wish within yourself and spreads it far and wide as 
powerful magic.

Looking for inspiration or guidance? 
Call Clear Psychics at 1-866-960-6498 today.

Everyday Spells and Magic
BY KATIE LEIGH

Working with natural cycles will
improve your magical instincts.

www.clearpsychics.com

Clear Psychics 
part of Star Psychics Ltd 
1-866-960-6498

InspireMe@clearpsychics.com
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Earlier this year, David Beckham sustained an injury that could see 
him away from soccer for quite awhile. Surgery in Finland swiftly 
followed, but was not enough to save his dreams of being the first 
Englishman to play in four consecutive World Cup matches.

Beyond the career implications, David’s injury could effect his 
marriage, as the couple are spending more time together than 
perhaps they are used to. Posh is an Aries born in the year of the 
Tiger, while Becks is a Taurus born in the year of the Rabbit. Will 
their star signs allow them to enjoy quality time together during 
David’s haitus, or are the stars driving a wedge between soccer’s 
most famous couple?

Born on the 2nd May 1975, David Beckham’s 
rise to fame in the world of soccer – and, 
consequently, right across the world – has 
been meteoric. His dedication to the sport was 
apparent from an early age.

Since then, David has become one of the most 
sought-after players in the world and was 
inducted into the English Soccer Hall of Fame 
in 2008.  Although he was playing in Italy when 
he sustained his injury, the Beckhams recently 
announced that they are happy in Los Angleles 
and have no plans to leave.

David’s romance with Victoria Adams was one 
of the most publicized of the 1990s - yet the 
relationship has not always held its fairytale 
sheen, as allegations of affairs with Rebecca 
Loos and Sarah Marbeck have threatened to 
tear their marriage apart.

Victoria Beckham was born on the 17th April 1974. At 17 she 
joined the Laine Theatre Arts College in Epsom, to study dance 
and modelling. After answering an advertisement in The Stage 
newspaper for girls who were   “street smart, extrovert, ambitious 
and able to sing and dance,”  she attended a series if additions 
that were set to change her life. In 1994, she adopted Posh Spice 
as her stage name, and became part of the global phenomenon 
known as the Spice Girls. The Spice Girls brought ‘girl power’ into 
the public consciousness and set Victoria on a five-year career 
with the group. After the Spice Girls split, she flirted with a solo 
recording career before finding her niche as a fashion designer. 
She has remained by David’s side throughout the turmoil of his 
alleged affairs, although the stress has often shown through in 
many photographs.

Their western astrological signs suggest that Posh and Becks will 
use this time together in a positive and nurturing way. Although 
the two are very different signs with their own unique traits, the 
differences between them can be a positive rather than a negative 
force. Of the two, Aries is the more flighty sign, always looking 
for a new project or experience, where Taurus is slower moving, 
preferring to examine the territory at hand before committing 
to anything.

David’s Taurean instinct will initially be to mope and grind to 
a physical and emotional halt, but Victoria’s hectic nature will 
draw him out of himself. Conversely, Victoria’s Aries excitement 
at having David to hand will be subconsciously tempered by 

the plodding nature of the Bull. The result may 
be an equilibrium that draws on both of their 
astrological natures. It would be no surprise to 
see David becoming more involved in Victoria’s 
world of projects and flashbulbs, but she will not 
throw herself into it in her usual erratic way. With 
David there, her life will become more organized 
and structured over the next few months.

The Chinese signs may have other ideas. Tiger 
and Rabbit are not natural companions. Tiger 
is a dominant creature that likes to be obeyed 
and has its own agenda, where Rabbit is a 
delicate, conservative creature who leans toward 
pessimism and distrusts change. David’s Rabbit 
has been taken out of its natural environment 
and must remain inactive for a long period  - 
most uncomfortable for the Rabbit nature. 

Unless he draws on his Taurean stoicism, he’ll fall into a depressive 
state, shunning Victoria’s attempts to encourage him into the 
public eye. This time will be a great source of aggravation for 
Victoria’s Tiger, who sees introspection as a weakness. Victoria 
may start to believe that her husband is starting to hold her 
back. In the event that David is unable to rouse himself from his 
melancholy state, we are likely to see a lot of Victoria out and about 
in her own company. Should this be the case, the aggravation 
could turn to resentment, and Victoria’s feline nature could cause 
her to revisit the allegations levied at her husband. If she isn’t 
careful, she could give in to her Tiger’s sensual nature and create 
problems of her own.

This is a moment of truth for Brand Beckham. Depending on 
which of the zodiacs is used, they will either flourish or wither in 
each other’s company. The most telling sign will be whether they 
appear in the press together or apart.
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HOROSCOPES CAREER LOVE SPIRIT DESTINY

Chris Odle
Astrologer & Shaman

When Jupiter hits Aries on the 6th, everything is larger 
than life. Mars enters Virgo the next day, making this a 
full-on beginning to Summer. 

Jupiter enters your 
sign on the 6th. This is 
big news, and could 
lead to even bigger 

opportunities. You’re already good 
at chasing the horizon, and Jupiter 
bolsters your spirit with greater power 
and options. The risk is that your efforts 
will be scattered, so choose a whim 
and follow it to fruition. At the end 
of the month, the  Moon will be full 
in your career zone, where it will be 
eclipsed - so expect the unexpected. 
A love interest may appear early in the 
month, but you may misinterpret the 
signals. Consider this carefully - Venus 
enters your area of new romance mid-
month and will clear up any doubts.

Flashes of intuition aren’t 
always easy to trust, but 
they are worth more 
than their weight in 

gold. Listen to your inner voice, and 
nourish the mystical explorer within 
by digging into a new book or a new 
spiritual technique. Jupiter enters your 
partnership zone on the 6th, bringing 
a plethora of possibilities, but it’s not 
leaving anytime soon. For now,  focus 
on those close to you - if you take care 
of these relationships in June, mundane 
problems will find resolution. Someone 
in your circle of friends will flirt, but their 
intentions are cloudy. Best play it cool 
and not rush forward - if it persists, you’ll 
know it’s something real.

Consider the power of 
words this month - they 
are your keys to starting 
new relationships or 

remodeling existing ones. To speak 
clearly is to make the kind of steady 
progress you crave. Your mind will be 
cleared by taking on a pet project, such 
as a new garden or home office.  Your 
strong work ethic and determination 
are smiled on by the stars, but allow 
yourself to let go for a spell early in 
the month. Surrender to the moment 
and treat yourself to something 
unexpected like a spa treatment. The 
arrival of Jupiter into Aries will bring 
challenges for you, but nothing your 
earthy nature can’t deal with. 

There will be more than 
one person tapping you 
for emotional support, 
especially when Mars 

enters your friendship sector on the 
7th. If the phone rings off the hook 
and you start to feel like a therapist, 
remember that your insight and 
loyalty is invaluable to those around 
you, and your rewards will be deep and 
gratifying. When Jupiter enters Aries on 
the 6th, you’ll feel the urge to explore 
new habits for mind, body and spirit. A 
massage or Tai Chi course may be just 
the thing. Attraction is nothing new to 
you, but If a possibility surfaces early in 
the month, make sure you don’t step 
on someone’s toes in the periphery.

Happy Birthday Gemini! 
You aren’t one to settle 
for the same old things, 
so get into the spirit of 

reinventing yourself. Celebrate with a 
new look, a new job, or a new hobby. 
Better yet, start something you’ve 
always wanted to do but never quite 
get off the ground - this is the time to 
make it fly. Not only is the Sun in your 
sign for most of the month, but a new 
moon joins you on the 12th, bringing 
potent energies for new projects and 
new looks. You may find a new social 
group altogether, and if things get flirty, 
beware - someone will interpret your 
words and actions as being deeper 
than what you intended.

Summer starts with 
a bang as your ruling 
planet Jupiter enters 
your fellow fire sign of 

Aries. What better way to enjoy the 
onset of Summer than holidays, 
parks, theatre, and shopping? You’ll 
find yourself specially enriched by 
all of these things - not to mention 
breezy new romance, of which there 
is every possibility. It will come through 
an intellectual connection or even a 
spirited debate, but opposites can 
and will attract. If you’ve already got 
a partner, you may wish to serve up 
some extra attention, lest they become 
threatened by the other admirers 
queing up for your charms.

Aries  (Mar 21 - Apr 19)

Libra  (Sept 23 - Oct 22)

Taurus  (Apr 20 - May 20)

Scorpio  (Oct 23 - Nov 21)

Gemini  (May 21 - June 21)

Sagittarius  (Nov 22 - Dec 21)
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Venus continues its 
journey through your 
sign for the first half of 
the month. Don’t be 

surprised if a partner, friend or even 
a complete stranger is unusually fond 
of you. Change is afoot in the career 
column, but someone will pull the 
wool over your eyes unless you stay 
alert. Focus on the task at hand and the 
pieces will fall into place, bringing good 
fortune. When the Sun hits your sign on 
the 22nd, you may not like the surge 
of attention from friends, colleagues or 
family - your emotions will be difficult 
to describe, and chit-chat will not 
interest you. It’s ok to be silent and let 
it pass you by.

Your ruling planet Saturn 
continues to fuel your 
ambitions - but it’s not 
enough to simply work 

toward your goals. You must have 
recognition for your achievements, 
and getting it reminds you of the 
happiness that is your true goal. The 
danger is that you will do too much to 
please others, leaving yourself out of 
the bargain and forgetting the magic 
of the present moment. Stay in the 
now, and remember that success and 
prestige are as much a state of mind as 
they are an outward circumstance. On 
the 27th, the full Moon is eclipsed in 
your sign, bringing one or two surprises 
in your love life.

You’ve been firing on 
all cylinders, and when 
Mars completes its 
journey through your 

sign on the 7th, you may just want to 
decompress. The thing is, you won’t 
have much time to rest on your laurels 
as Jupiter enters Aries on the same day. 
This brings a new kind of intensity, 
asking you to challenge your views 
or go someplace you’ve never been. 
Partnerships and romances have a 
wavering quality, so watch your step 
along any flirtatious pathways. The 
social scene is solid - you’ll find loads 
of new action, especially in the 2nd 
week when Mercury joins a new moon 
in your house of friendships. 

When Mars changes 
signs on the 7th, you’ll feel 
an influx of passion - and 
your relationship zone is 

humming with the kind of positive 
energy that generates new love. The 
focus here is on quality, not quantity. 
This month is a perfect time for a short 
holiday to ring in the Summer with 
one or two special friends. You’re used 
to having a lot of people around, so it 
may feel strange when you to spend 
a lot of time witha few people. These 
relationships are at the core of your 
social self, and they really matter. Use 
this month to tune your listening skills 
and uncover hidden treasures in those 
closest to you.  

Something from the 
past will return for its last 
licks - luckily, your sign is 
well-equipped to bring 

lasting resolutions to pesky problems. 
If a relationship has been teetering on 
the brink of something deeper, this 
month will bring the moment of truth, 
so ask yourself what you really want 
without too much analysis. The Sun 
in your career zone, along with a new 
Moon, gives you a strong outward 
appearance and a golden chance 
to show your stuff. When Mars hits 
your sign on the 7th, others will find it 
impossible not to follow your lead, and 
when they do, you’ll find someone at 
your side more often than the others. 

A strained economy 
doesn’t mean that good 
things can’t happen 
in terms of cash and 

property, as you’ll soon realize. But 
it’s easy come easy go - watch out for 
impulse spending! Money aside, your 
emotional  IQ  is even higher than usual, 
and you run the risk of getting lost in 
the tide unless you find grounding in 
a solid friend or partner. Describe your 
feelings as best you can and trust your 
listener - you’ll feel calm and centered, 
ready to greet the many changes on 
your horizon. When you feel that the 
world outside can’t keep up with your 
rushing inner-energies, you’ll know it’s 
time to breath new life into your home 
and surroundings.

Flashes of intuition aren’t always easy to trust, but they 
are worth more than their weight in gold. 

Cancer  (June 22 - July 22)

Capricorn  (Dec 22 - Jan 19)

Leo  (July 23 - Aug 22)

Aquarius  (Jan 20 - Feb 18)

Virgo  (Aug 23 - Sep 22)

Pisces  (Feb 19 - Mar 20)

www.clearpsychics.com5
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PAST LIFE

Pavilou Landraagon
REGRESSION

Past life regression is more than just a fascination. 
It raises an important question: How much do 
past lives reflect and influence the present, and is 
there anything we can do to address those faraway 
memories and live better today?

I was lucky enough to have my first Past Life 
Regression session deep in the white desert of 
Egypt, lying near a cracking camp fire under a 
canopy of the brightest stars Ì ve ever seen, in the 
silver light of the full Moon.

I laid down by the fire and closed my eyes, and was 
led on a journey into the world between waking 
and dreaming, in order to investigate my soul̀ s 
past life experience.

This lucid, half dream state was so valuable because 
I remained fully aware. I could remember my story 
clearly, unlike many dreams that fade into the 
mist, and I could write it down and analyse it later. 
I was able to see how visions from the past were 
influencing my current experience. What I learned 
around that camp fire didn’t immediately make 
sense, but with discussion and some analysis, pieces 
started to fit into place like a jigsaw. All doubt about 
having lived past lives was erased that night under 
the desert stars.

According to Sue Minns, Past Life Regression 
therapist,  the process should be aiming to clear 
blocks, free up the mind, and put the wraps on 
unfinished business.

This deep memory process can be used to fast 
track to the source of a problem, allowing you 
to re-connect with and understand it. When this 
happens, something that may have felt like a curse 
can be seen with greater wisdom, and a blessing is 
revealed at the centre of it.

You don t̀ have to be trying to understand trauma 
or difficulty to get value from this deep journey - it 
is just as valuable to simply explore. That̀ s what I 
did under the stars in Egypt, and I received valuable 
information that helped me with decisions and 
created a new perspective on old patterns.

Past life regression is really not about who you were, 
but who you are and who you can become. History 
is there to help us learn. It doesn`t matter if you 
were the Queen of Sheba or Cleopatra - explore 
your Kingdom now!

Looking for guidance or inspiration? Call one of our gifted psychics today.

1-866-960-6498

Were you a Hawaiian Queen or Nefertiti?  Unlikely, 
but not impossible. 

A magical experience

Putting the pieces together
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Goldie Hawn
Goldie Hawn is one of the most famous women in the world - 
but behind all that, she is a deeply spiritual person with a keen 
intellect. Goldie became interested in Eastern philosophy in the 
early 70s and is now trying to bring some of its benefits to 21st 
Century education. How will the Eastern and Western zodiacs 
affect the choices Goldie has to make at this stage of her life?

Goldie was born on the 21st 
November 1945. By the age of three, 
she had already taken tentative steps 
into show business, learning tap and 
ballet. By the age of 16 she had turned 
her love of dance into a lucrative 
business, running and teaching in a 
ballet school. After dropping out of 
university she earned money as a ‘go-
go’ girl, dancing in New York nightspots. This led her to audition 
for Rowan and Martin’s Laugh-In, which made her a 60s icon.

Soon Goldie found herself playing small but memorable roles in 
feature films. After winning an Academy Award for her portrayal 
of Jack Matthau’s suicidal fiancée in Cactus Flower, she took major 
parts in films such as Private Benjamin., which established her as 
a star. Her success continued into the 80s awhen she met her 
partner, Kurt Russell, with whom she is still with today. Since 
the 80s, Goldie has cast her net further and found success as a 
director and producer. Although the next generation of icons 
are establishing themselves, Goldie will forever be associated 
with the more seemingly innocent decades of the 60s and 70s. 
With all this fame and fortune behind her, in which direction will 
the zodiacs guide Goldie now?

Goldie is a Scorpio born in the Chinese year of the Rooster. 
Both these signs have worked hard to ensure her success 
in show business. The Scorpion’s shell is not necessarily the 
tough, craggy carapace that most expect. In Goldie’s case, it 
was a bright, colorful exterior that hid a bright intelligence 
and deep thoughts. Combined with the Rooster’s natural gift 
for observation, Goldie’s Scorpion tendencies allow her to 
perceive what makes other people tick while putting them 
at ease by presenting them with her seemingly carefree side. 
By doing this, she is able to draw on people’s characteristics 
and store them away for future reference when creating a 
film role.  

Goldie’s future is more tied up with her Scorpion side than 
her Rooster. While her Rooster is delighted to be in the 
spotlight and showing off her plumage, the Scorpion is a 
sign concerned with transformation. There are three stages to 
the Scorpion’s spiritual development: the Scorpion itself, the 
Eagle and the Dove. The Scorpion is the stage in which Goldie 
will have experimented both emotionally and physically. It 
is also the stage in which she will have found the power of 
the Scorpion’s stinging barb, disarming or striking down 
those who would attack her. The next stage, the Eagle, is 
where Goldie will have gained some perspective on the 
highs and lows of her life as her Eagle soared above them. 
Although serene and distant, the Eagle is always ready to 
swoop down and get what it wants – which could possibly 
be the case where Kurt Russell is concerned. It seems that 
Goldie was very much the driving force behind the two of 
them getting together. 

Our preoccupation is with the 
Dove, the phase the Goldie is in 
now. This totem is concerned with 
transforming everything that the 
Scorpion has learned into wisdom 
and love. No longer is the Scorpio’s 
tail packed with poison. Now it is a 
healing force to be used on those 

around Goldie who may not have achieved her state of 
serenity. This is already evident in her desire to introduce the 
Buddhist discipline of Mindfulness into schools. Goldie has 
had her wild times and both her Rooster and her Scorpion 
have embraced the Eastern teachings as a means to self-
fulfilment. It will be Goldie’s Scorpion that is negotiating to 
establish Buddhist schools in the UK, but it will be her Rooster’s 
tenacity that makes her determined to continue even in the 
face of ardent opposition.

How will the stars affect her mission to spread 
Eastern spirituality?

No longer is the Scorpio’s tail 
packed with poison. Now it is a 
healing force to be used on those 
around Goldie who may not have 
achieved her state of serenity. 

Looking for guidance or inspiration? 
Talk to a gifted psychic and get insight. 
Call 1-866-960-6498
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RACHELLE
When did you first realize you were psychic?
  I realized  I  was psychic at 16 when I first saw 

spirit . It was many years after that when I 
first heard spirit speak to me , warning me 
about something traumatic that was about 
to happen. Two days later it came to pass. 
After that experience the full extent of my 
psychic and mediumistic gifts began to 
blossom and turned into a wonderful gift 
which I am most grateful for. 

Have you had any great experiences with a customer 
who you have read for?
I have many wonderful experiences of readings I have done for clients. One in 
particular is a lady who had lost her young son overseas serving with the military 
and at the time I was unaware of this tragic loss.  We were both overwhelmed 
when her son came through and communicated from the Spirit world and 
gave fantastic evidence to prove who he was and that he was safe in the 
Spirit world. 

I have had many wonderful psychic readings too, especially for people who 
have been going through difficult times in their lives. Information has come 
through in a reading of certain events that later have took place which have 
improved or changed their lives in some way. It is great to hear the feedback, 
it’s what keeps me going!  Thank you Spirit.

What makes a good psychic reading?
I believe a good psychic reading should be uplifting and healing. I fully open 
up at the start of each reading and insist that my guides work with me to 
provide the highest and the best guidance each individual client requires at 
that time.  I always link direct with spirit and, when possible, love to have fresh 
flowers near me to assist in raising the vibration. I also love candlelight for 
evening readings.
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The Golden Ticket gives you a free psychic readings 
every month for an entire year!  A new winner is drawn 
every month. Visit the site for more details.

www.clearpsychics.com

You could be our next Golden 
Ticket winner!

1-866-960-6498
Call us anytime

24/7 Customer Care


